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BIG LONG BEACH 2019
JULY 27th-28th 2019

This summer, the newly elected cabinet set its goal on
both improving and experimenting with new ideas. Boat

coach Netpheel Wang and president David Scolari
enhanced the team's racing mentality by effectively

altering the race calls and paddling technique. 
 

Throughout the weekend, the summer crew faced tough
competition from teams across the worlds. Equipped with
their new race strategy, the team fiercely fought their way

to both mixed B division and college A division. 
 

Racing ahead with their flaming fast start, the team
focused on holding their lead in each race. Even though
the summer crew is only made up of half the team, they
are able to mark a great impression with their grit and

determination. 



PRE-RACE DINNER
JULY 26th 2019

To get their race mentality on before the big
weekend, the team gathered the Friday before

to ramp up the vibe. 
 
After the refreshing dinner, the event concluded

with race talks as usual. The team enjoyed a
night of bonding and fun before racing.



RACE DAY FUN
JULY 27th-28th 2019



WAKE UP SLEEPY HEADS
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RACE RESULTS
SUMMER CREW

2ND IN COLLEGE 500M DIVISION A
3RD IN MIXED 500M DIVISION B



BOAT PRACTICE
SUMMER SESSION A

Summer Session A boat
practices consist of

sunshines and a full boat
of eager paddlers, ready to

improve their paddling
techniques through the
guidance of boat coach,

Netpheel Wang. 



BEACH SOCIAL
AUGUST 4th 20109

The team took a break from
the dam and headed to

Hermonsa Beach on August
4th. To kick off the first social

of the summer, the crew
appreciated each other's

company and enjoyed their
time bathing in the

shimmering sun. To end their
day, they got a romantic

dinner together.



MEET THE CABINET
Michael Buenaventura

LAND COACH 2019-2020

CRYSTAL CHUNG
 VICE PRESIDENT 2019-2020

I think UCLA Dragon Boat
epitomizes all the good that a

team sport can do for a person,
and I want to carry that

tradition forward by being a
great teammate and coach. I
don't consider myself an elite
athlete, but I do pride myself
on being a good teammate -
someone who will push, pick

up, and celebrate my
teammates.

I want to bridge the gap between the family side of this team and
the strength + condition side. I want people to see strength +

conditioning as a means of building a family. The family aspect
should be felt at land practice and in the gym. I will achieve this by
playing teammates' music at land, having quick 'land talks', setting
team strength goals, and encouraging more high-fives and smiles. I
think these little things can help change people's views of strength +

conditioning, especially those who aren't necessarily fueled by
competitiveness. Moving forward, I want people to remember that

land practice is primarily an arena for people to better each other -
inside and outside of the sport.

Dragon boat has been integral
in my college experience and

the seniors have made my time
special. Before leaving, I'd like
to leave my mark on the team

and I chose to do so through VP
because from my first year on
cabinet, I saw a lot that could
be improved in terms of team

productivity and efficiency that
could improve our chances of

being a successful  team.

One of my primary goals is to paddle at and win College Cup
through supporting the coaching staff in improving the team's

paddling skills. The dragon trophy is now a mythical object to us all
and I think bringing it back to UCLA will make lasting impact on our

team's legacy. Our team hasn't raced in Vancouver in years and I
think with this year's motivated team, I can likely pull together the

logistical details to make it happen. 
In one year from now I can see the team as just as silly, weird, loud,

funny, embarrassing? What's UCLA Dragon Boat without all that.
Hopefully more responsible, more capable of waking up at 6AM, and

able to turn in everything on time! Also more disciplined athletes,
and better at paddling, maybe bigger? or taller too? "I hate eggs but it's sadly such an easy form of protein :("

"I work at Lobsterdamus. Catch us at Smorgasburg
and night markets in SoCal, NorCal, and NY."



MEET THE CABINET
NICOLE LEE
SOCIAL CHAIR 2019-2020

QUYNH VO
DIRECTOR OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS 2019-2020

Coming from a country halfway
across the world made me

desperate to find a community
that would accept me. UCLA
Dragon Boat was that family
for me and I would love to let
many other people go through
the same great experience that
I did. As Social Chair, I want to
be able to create social events
to enhance the Dragon Boat

experience."Still can't tell my left from my right."

I think that we've always done the family part well and that this
year, we are looking to ramp up the competitiveness of the team.
But that being said, I hope to introduce new socials that keep the

yearly dragon boat experience fresh and exciting for both returning
and new paddlers.

 
I hope to see the team being more competitive and yet more bonded.
These might sound contradictory, but I always believe that a bonded
boat makes a more competitive boat, especially if everyone has the

same goal and mindset going into each season.

Being on cabinet last year as
Director of External Affairs was
a really fun experience for me. I

felt like I had unfinished
business that I still need to
complete, so I came back as
Director of Internal Affairs. I
guess I'll get the best of both
worlds, having to experience

both positions. I hope to
enhanced everyone's experience

as much as possible.

There's a lot of things I wish to accomplish, but my main goal would
be to successfully establish a gym-mentorship program for dragon

boat. I think it could be such an essential element to our team if
implemented successfully. My hope is that the family aspects of the
team will balance out with the competitive aspects. I hope to create
more resources for both newbies and vets to have. I hope to lessen

the burden of being a student athlete on our fellow paddlers. 
 

I would also like to have a better kept record of UCLA Dragon Boat's
history. A lot of it will be logistical and document heavy work, but I

think it will be good for future generation to have documents to
refer back to. 

"I like peanuts, but I do not like peanut butter."



SPONSORS



 
OAKLAND DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL

 | Lake Merritt |
 

SEPT 29TH-30TH 2019


